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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The experimental station for pilot-scale silo pressure measurements was the basis for 

data collection in this article. Results were reported for pressures and flows analysis 

using a free-flowing product at our experimental station. Five different hopper angles 

were tested by filling the silo, and observing a static phase followed by complete 

discharge. The results show that: Hopper angle influences the normal pressures in the 

silo wall; Silos with transition flow have no pattern results; Pressures are proportional to 

the increase and decrease of β°during filling and discharge; Mechanical arches vary 

according to the hopper angles completely modifying the behavior of static and 

dynamic pressures. Some parameters exceeded those calculated by the standard: friction 

pressure and lateral pressure ratio. Many aspects remain poorly understood and still 

need to be studied experimentally for a better understanding of the patterns and theories 

regarding pressures, stored product, hopper angle and flow in silos. 

 

Keywords: Experimental station for silo pressures; slender silo; friction and normal 

pressures; free-flowing product; flow pattern. 
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RESUMO 

 
 

A estação experimental para medições de pressão de silo em escala piloto foi a base 

para a coleta de dados neste artigo. Os resultados foram relatados para análises de 

pressões e fluxos usando um produto de fluxo livre na estação experimental. Foram 

analisados cinco diferentes ângulos de tremonha. O silo foi carregado até a altura de 

interesse, analisado a fase estática e depois descarregando completamente. Os resultados 

mostram que: O ângulo da tremonha influencia as pressões normais na parede do silo; 

Silos com fluxo de transição não têm resultados de padrão; As pressões são 

proporcionais ao aumento e diminuição de β° durante o enchimento e a descarga; Os 

arcos mecânicos variam de acordo com os ângulos da tremonha modificando 

completamente o comportamento das pressões estáticas e dinâmicas. Alguns parâmetros 

ultrapassaram os calculados pela norma: pressão de atrito e razão de pressão lateral. 

Muitos aspectos permanecem pouco compreendidos e ainda precisam ser estudados 

experimentalmente para uma melhor compreensão dos padrões e teorias sobre pressões, 

material armazenado, ângulo de tremonha e fluxo em silos. 

 

 

Palavras-chave: Estação experimental para pressões de silos; silo esbelto; pressões 

normais e de atrito; produto de fluxo livre; padrão de fluxo. 
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FIRST PART 

 

General Summary 

 

The main objective of this work is to understand the actions, mainly the 

pressures on the walls, in slender cylindrical silos. For this, such silos were 

experimentally studied.  

The article, “The influence of flow pattern and hopper angle on static and 

dynamic pressures in slender silos”, will be submitted to the scientific journal Powder 

Technology, presents static and dynamic experimental results of horizontal and 

frictional pressures, coefficient K, analyzes the maximum pressures, always comparing 

with Eurocode, analyzing the types of flows and five different angles of hoppers using 

h/d ratio 3.6. 

The installation used for the experimental tests is based on the model by Pieper 

and Schütz (1980), providing the basis for the DIN 1055-6 standard (DIN, 2005). The 

experimental station is modular and proved to be versatile, allowing numerous 

configuretion possibilities due to its instrumentation and structural independence. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The agricultural sector in Brazil grows considerably. The estimated grain 

production for the 2021/2022 harvest is 284.4 million tons (CONAB - COMPANHIA 

NACIONAL DE ABASTECIMENTO, 2022). In 2019, Brazil has the static capacity of 

177.7 million tons of grains, with 86.6 million (49%) being in silos (DPE - 

DIRETORIA DE PESQUISA E COORDENAÇÃO AGROPECUÁRIA, 2019).  

However, despite the aforementioned data, Brazil Brazil had the first standard 

approved for silo projects in December 2022, ABNT NBR 17066 - Silos metálicos de 

chapas corrugadas (ABNT NBR 17066 - Corrugated sheet metal silos).  

The study of the behavior of products stored in silos dates back to 1895 by 

Janssen (JANSSEN, 1895). Since then, other theories have been developed (WALKER, 

1967) (WALTERS, 1973a, 1973b) (JENIKE; JOHANSON; CARSON, 1973a) 

supporting international standards (CEN, 2006; DIN, 2005). 

The main causes failures and collapses in silos refer to design errors; on 

pressures (normal and friction, on the wall and in the hopper) of the product stored in 

the structure; excess moisture in the stored product (causing unexpected pressure 

behaviors); product discharge step (maximum pressures in the silo, generally in the silo-

hopper transition); discharge eccentricity; temperature variation in the product due to 

silo location and imperfections in the structural material. 

The pilot scale test station proposed by Pieper and Schütz in 1980 (PIEPER; 

SCHÜTZ, 1980) supported DIN 1055-6: Basis of design and actions on structures – 

Part 6 (DIN, 2005) allows obtaining numerous variables that directly influence in the 

behavior of pressures in the silo. 

The experimental model of real-scale silos provides proximity to real values, 

enabling confidence in the data and making it possible to understand the pressures in the 

silos. In the world, the number of full-scale experimental silo stations for investigating 

pressures is relatively small due to the cost of construction, instrumentation, and 

operations.  

Therefore, this work aims evaluate the influence of flow pattern and hopper 

angle on static and dynamic pressures in slender silos using a free flow stored product 

(maize). 
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2. THEORETICAL REFERENCE 

 

2.1. Silos 

The first tall silos were built from 1870 onwards, a time when calculators 

believed that stored products behaved like liquids, designing the structures to resist 

pressures equivalent to hydrostatics. 

According to Roberts (1884 apud PALMA, 2005), after carrying out tests on 

small-scale models, he found that grains differed in their behavior in relation to liquids. 

In their observations, it was found that the vertical pressures on the silo walls increased 

linearly with height up to a certain point, after which the behavior changed and was no 

longer proportional to height. 

In this way, the aforementioned author concluded that a portion of the weight of 

the stored product was transferred to the walls through product-wall friction. Thus, the 

pressures on the bottom and walls, in the lowest part of a silo, are lower than those 

exerted by a liquid (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 - Difference between liquids and solids in pressure distribution. 

 

 

Source: CALIL; CHEUNG (2007). 

 

Janssen (1895) pioneered the establishment of a theory for calculating the 

pressures occurring in silos. His study was based on square wooden silo in which, 

Pressures 

 H 

Fluid granular 

product 
granular 

product 

Fluid 
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through the analysis of an infinitesimal part of the stored product, pressures were 

obtained via balance of forces. However, this study considered the condition of static 

filling and, it is known today, that in conditions of filling and discharge of the silo, 

higher pressures occur.  

As stated, the characteristics of granular and powdery products are different 

from liquids, making the design of silos more complex in relation to continuous flows 

and as economic and safe structures and, for this to occur, it is essential that loads are 

not underestimated or overrated. 

During the processing of products stored in silos with gravity discharge, it is 

essential that the filling and discharge of the silos occur in an effective and efficient 

way, requiring knowledge of the relevant physical and flow properties of the stored 

products (MILANI, 1993). 

 The first step in the design of flow and structures of vertical silos is the 

determination of the physical properties of stored products, using the most severe 

conditions that can occur in the silo (CALIL; NASCIMENTO; ARAUJO, 1997).  

The physical properties of the stored products must be known or determined to 

carry out a project, for this, the method and equipment developed by Jenike 

(SCHWEDES, 1983) makes this determination possible. Therefore, the main 

measurable properties of granular and powdery products are (GAYLORD; GAYLORD, 

1984): 

• angle of repose 

• internal friction angle (φi) 

• effective angle of internal friction (φe)  

• angle and coefficient of friction with the wall (φw) 

• specific weight depending on the state of consolidation 

• product moisture (ϫ)   

• granulometry. 

 

The behavior of pressures in a silo is influenced by the flow pattern, and the two 

parameters that directly influence it are the hopper angle and the friction angle between 

the stored product and the hopper wall. There are two possible flow patterns, mass flow 

and funnel flow. (CEN, 2006), directly influencing the magnitude and distribution of 

forces acting on the silo (JENIKE; JOHANSON; CARSON, 1973a). A third flow 
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pattern, transition flow, is characterized by a distinct change in flow at a position that 

depends on the filling height (BENINK, 1989).  

The discharge of the stored product by gravity can occur as shown in the Figure 

2. 

 

Figure 2  - Main types of flow. 

 

 

Source:Palma (2005). 

 

To determine the type of flow, the European international standard (CEN, 2006) 

determines through graphs that involve some variables (Figure 3). The graphs predict 

the type of flow as a function of the angle of the hopper or the coefficient of friction of 

the stored product with the wall, the slope of the hopper walls and their geometry 

(generally conical or pyramidal, concentric). 

 

Figure 3  - Obtaining the type of flow. 

 

    

a) conical hopper b) wedge hopper 
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(a) Funnel flow (b) Mass flow 
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1 = Funnel Flow; 

2 = Mass flow; 

3 = Mass flow or funnel; 

β = Hopper inclination angle; 

μh = Friction coefficient. 

Source:Adaptado from EN 1991-4 (2006). 

 

The hopper geometry (angle and size of the outlet opening) and the type of 

product stored (contact surface, roughness) used in the construction of the silo hopper 

define the type of flow, allowing to evaluate the behavior of the product inside the silo. 

Therefore, according to the characteristics of the products, various types of hoppers are 

used and chosen. 

The prediction of the type of flow based on the friction angle of the product with 

the silo wall (øw) and on the internal friction angle of the stored product (øe) to define 

the hopper angle (α) has been a matter of investigation. 

  

2.2. Pressures on the walls and bottom of slender silos 

 

Many variables involved in this estimation pressures on the walls and bottom of 

slender silos, one statement is certain: the pressures exerted on the silo walls are directly 

related to the type of flow at the time of silo discharge. 

The estimation of pressures in silos for funnel flow presents more uncertainties 

and variability than for mass flow (CALIL, 1985). Due to the complexity of the laws 

that govern the mechanical behavior of stored products directly associated with the 

accuracy in the prediction of flow types, there is much to study about the geometric 

shapes of silos, filling and discharge configurations and types of hoppers (AYUGA, 

2008; DOGANGUN et al., 2009; GANDIA et al., 2021d; NIELSEN, 2008).  

The stored product exerts pressure on the silo structure: walls – horizontal and 

friction pressure; hopper – normal and friction pressure; transition (silo-hopper) vertical 

pressure. On the silo wall perpendicular forces act, causing horizontal pressures (ph), 

and parallel forces due to friction of the product with the wall, causing friction pressures 

(pw). In the silo transition (silo-hopper) vertical forces occur, causing the so-called 

vertical pressures (pv). In the hopper, the normal forces and friction forces act from the 

vertical pressures that were decomposed into normal and tangential pressures to the 

hopper wall, represented by pn and pt, respectively (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 – Distribution of pressures in the silo. 

  

Source: Palma (2005). 

 

The silo dynamics is defined by the silo filling, static phase and discharge. 

Pressures during filling present divergent discharge behaviors, these different situations 

occur the formation of maximum pressures (pressure peaks) due to the rapid change of 

state of the stored product, from passive to active (GANDIA et al., 2021c; PALMA, 

2005; RUIZ; COUTO; AGUADO, 2012) (Figure 5). The percentage of increase in 

pressures (overpressures) in relation to the filling phase is still the subject of discussions 

and research. 

Figure 5 – Stress field in silos (mass flow). 

 

Source: Palma (2005). 

 

At the beginning of discharge, the highest pressures in the silo occur, therefore, 

special attention is required. These pressures are located in the transition zone 

(silo/hopper), these overpressures usually occur within the first 10 seconds after the start 
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Dynamic 

Static 
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of discharge (RUIZ; COUTO; AGUADO, 2012), however, due to the slenderness of the 

silo and the inclination of the hopper, this peak can exceed 10 seconds (GANDIA et al., 

2021c). 

The transition region that occurs the change from passive to active state, 

mentioned above, is called “switch”. This "peak" of pressure provided by the change of 

stress states has been studied by several researchers (JANSSEN, 1895; JENIKE; 

JOHANSON; CARSON, 1973a, 1973b; WALKER, 1967; WALTERS, 1973b, 1973a) 

developing theories and procedures, generating base for many studies.  

 

3. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

The storage of agricultural products presents great national and international 

importance in terms of inventory control, logistics, quality, and safety. Therefore, the 

storage of products in silos is increasing because we have many gaps due to the 

properties of the stored products and the dynamic structure that is the silo. Therefore, 

the importance of the experimental study is remarkable for presenting realistic and 

accurate answers.  

This work is composed of two parts. The first part is a synthetic and generalized 

approach to the motivation and theoretical basis of the studies. The second part presents 

one article with theoretical and methodological depth followed by the results and 

conclusions. 

The second part showed that with this the test station is possible to determine 

normal and friction pressure related with consolidation; time of occurrence of maximum 

silo pressure after discharge starts; relationships between different pressure, 

consolidation, discharge time by flow type, influence of flow type on discharge 

pressures and other variables and relationships.  
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The influence of flow pattern and hopper angle on static and dynamic 1 

pressures in slender silos 2 

 3 
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José Aguado Rodriguez2 5 
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 8 

ABSTRACT 9 

Our experimental station for pilot-scale silo pressure measurements was the basis for data 10 

collection in this article. Results were reported for pressures and flows analysis using a free-11 

flowing product at our experimental station. Five different hopper angles were tested by 12 

filling the silo, and observing a static phase followed by complete discharge. Our results show 13 

that: Hopper angle influences the normal pressures in the silo wall; Silos with transition flow 14 

have no pattern results; Pressures are proportional to the increase and decrease of β°during 15 

filling and discharge; Mechanical arches vary according to the hopper angles completely 16 

modifying the behavior of static and dynamic pressures. Some parameters exceeded those 17 

calculated by the standard: friction pressure and lateral pressure ratio. Many aspects remain 18 

poorly understood and still need to be studied experimentally for a better understanding of the 19 

patterns and theories regarding pressures, stored product, hopper angle and flow in silos. 20 

KEYWORDS: experimental station for silo pressures, slender silo, friction and normal 21 

pressures, free-flowing product, flow pattern. 22 

Nomenclature 23 

Symbols 24 

Ø: Angle of internal friction, degrees 25 

A: Plan cross-sectional area of vertical walled segment, m2 26 

di: Internal cylinder diameter, m. 27 
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Fh(1,12)u,t: Force in tension load cell positioned on the upper part of the spring set - rings 1 to 28 

12, at time t, kN 29 

Fh(1,12)d,t: Force in tension load cell positioned on the lower part of the spring set - rings 1 to 30 

12, at time t, kN 31 

Fw(1,12)r,t: Force in tension load cell positioned on the right side of the ring support - rings 1 32 

to 12, at time t, kN 33 

Fw(1,12)l,t: Force in tension load cell positioned on the left side of the ring support - rings 1 to 34 

12, at time t, kN 35 

Fvtr,t: Force in tension load cell positioned on the right side of the hopper support, at time t, 36 

kN 37 

Fvtl,t: Force in tension load cell positioned on left side of the hopper support, at time t, kN 38 

Fvbr,t: Force on shear beam load cell positioned at the base of the right pillar, time t, kN 39 

Fvbl,t: Force on shear beam load cell positioned at the base of the left pillar, time t, kN 40 

h: Ring height, m. 41 

K: Characteristic value of lateral pressure ratio 42 

Pntr,t: Normal pressure on the right hopper wall next to the silo–hopper transition, time t, 43 

kPa 44 

Pntl,t: Normal pressure on left hopper wall next to the silo–hopper transition, time t, kPa 45 

Pnir,t: Normal pressure on right hopper wall between the silo–hopper transition and outlet, 46 

time t, kPa 47 

Pnil,t: Normal pressure on left hopper wall between the silo–hopper transition and outlet, 48 

time t, kPa 49 

Pnitr,t: Normal pressure on right hopper wall between the silo–hopper transition and outlet, 50 

near transition, time t, kPa 51 
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Pnitl,t: Normal pressure for left hopper wall between the silo–hopper transition and the 52 

outlet, near transition, time t, kPa 53 

Pnior,t: Normal pressure on right hopper wall between the silo–hopper transition and outlet, 54 

near outlet, time t, kPa 55 

Pniol,t: Normal pressure on left hopper wall between the silo–hopper transition and outlet, 56 

near outlet, time t, kPa 57 

Pnor,t: Normal pressure on the right hopper wall next to silo outlet, time t, kPa 58 

Pnol,t: Normal pressure for the hopper wall on the left-hand side next to silo outlet, time t, 59 

kPa 60 

Ph(1,12),t: Normal pressure on cylinder wall from the tension load cells positioned on spring 61 

set - rings 1 to 12, time t, kPa 62 

Pw(1,12),t: Friction pressure for the cylinder wall from the tension load cells positioned on 63 

ring supports - rings 1 to 12, time t, kPa 64 

Pvt,t: Vertical stress of product at the silo–hopper transition from the tension load cells 65 

positioned on the hopper support, time t, kPa 66 

Pv(1,4),t: Vertical stress of product at the silo–hopper transition obtained from the pressure 67 

cells (flat bottom), time t, kPa 68 

W,t: Weight of stored product, time t, kN 69 

Whto: Weight of stored product between the outlet and the silo–hopper transition, zero in 70 

the case of the flat bottom, kN 71 

Vih: Internal hopper volume, m3 72 

Vic: Internal cylinder volume, m3 73 

ri: Internal cylinder radius, m. 74 

γ: Bulk unit weight 75 

 76 
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1. Introduction 77 

The study of the behavior of products stored in silos is dated from 1895 by 78 

Janssen [1]. Since then, other theories have been developed [2] [3,4] [5] supporting 79 

international standards [6,7]. Jenike [8] developed a device, internationally known, 80 

capable of determining the flow properties of stored products (Jenike Shear Tester), 81 

later improved by a group (Working Party on the Mechanics of Particulate Solids) of 82 

the European Federal of Chemical Engineers, renamed to “Standart  Shear  Testing 83 

Technique for Particulate Solids Using the Jenike Shear Cell” [9]. This device, in 84 

addition to supporting international standards, is capable of obtaining reliable 85 

parameters for calculating projects in silos. 86 

The main reason that the study in silos is broad and complex is due to the 87 

behavior of the stored products. The laws that govern the mechanical behavior is 88 

presents complexities, therefore, many aspects remain poorly understood [10–12]. 89 

Consequently, to study actions, pressures and flows in silos, it is necessary to 90 

understand the structure, the product inside the structure and the interaction between 91 

them. 92 

Brazil is a continental country with a favorable climate and relief for 93 

agricultural production. Therefore, the agricultural sector in Brazil is growing. The 94 

estimated grain production for the 2021/2022 harvest is 284.4 million tons [13]. Of this 95 

total, 87 million tons (25%) correspond to maize. Motivated by the future market, 96 

storage control, logistics or cooperatives, most agricultural products are stored. In 1980, 97 

the Brazilian storage capacity was 40.45 million tons of grain. In less than 4 decades 98 

(2019), Brazil more than quadrupled its static capacity (177.7 million tons of grain), 99 

with 86.6 million (49%) being in silos [14]. In addition, maize is also a leading product 100 

in the international market, for example, in Spain, with a production of 4.1 million tons 101 
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[15], with León being the Spanish province with the highest production, 0.9 million 102 

[16]. 103 

In addition to the complexity of the mechanical behavior of maize and its 104 

derivatives, both have the highest load magnifying factor coefficient due to geometric 105 

unevenness (Cop = 1,0 e 0,9 for animal feed mix and maize respectively), Table E.1 – 106 

Particulate solids properties, Eurocode 1, part 4 [7]. This coefficient is directly related to 107 

obtaining the pressures in the silos [7]. Experimental studies aid in the responses to 108 

these irregular stored products, quantifying pressure values throughout the silo. 109 

The complexity of studying pressures in silos is due to the behavior being 110 

different from hydrostatic pressures, in other words, the stored product in silos presents 111 

friction pressures on the wall that increase according to the storage height [17]. 112 

The causes of silo failures and collapses are driven by several reasons. A review 113 

of some studies showed that the design error [18,19] and pressures stand out. The 114 

pressure (normal and friction) occurs in the silo wall and in the hopper. These pressures 115 

are static [10,19] (during filling and storage period) and dynamic (at the time of 116 

discharge) [10,19–22] and are exerted by the stored product in the structure. 117 

The pressures in the silo are related by flow pattern that is directly influenced by 118 

the stored product and the hopper geometry. There are two possible flow patterns, mass 119 

flow [5] and funnel flow [23], and also has a flow transition zone: transition flow, that is 120 

characterized by a distinct change in flow in a position that depends on the filling height 121 

[24]. These flow patterns directly influence the magnitude and distribution of forces 122 

acting across the silo. The hopper angle and the wall friction coefficient are the two 123 

most influential parameters [7,8,25,26]. [7,8,25]However, flow pressure is still poorly 124 

understood [17,27–29]. 125 
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Faced with the several causes that lead to failures in the silo structure include the 126 

pressures (normal and friction, on the wall and hopper) exerted by the stored product in 127 

the structure [10,19] and the product discharge (maximum pressures in the silo, usually 128 

at the silo-hopper transition) [10,19–22]. Reinforcing the need for studies involving 129 

pressures, especially at discharge. The study of friction pressures in relation to silo 130 

height has been little studied. 131 

A pilot-scale test station proposed by Pieper and Schütz in 1980 [30] supported 132 

DIN 1055-6: Basis of design and actions on structures – Part 6 [6] allows obtaining 133 

numerous variables that directly influence the behavior of pressures in the silo [31,32], 134 

of which: use of any product as long as the maximum diameter of the product is less 135 

than 1.7 centimeters (to be allowed values proportional to the real scale) [30,33]; three 136 

walls with different roughness (varying the coefficient of friction between the product 137 

and the wall); twelve height/diameter ratios; 8 bottoms (1 flat bottom, 4 concentric 138 

hoppers (α: 75 to 30o) and 3 100% eccentric hoppers with (α: 75 to 45o) and other 139 

possible test procedure variables. The test station was developed and studied at the 140 

University from Sao Paulo [34] later, in partnership, it was calibrated and studies are 141 

currently being developed at the Federal University of Lavras [35]. 142 

The experimental model of real-scale silos provides proximity to real values, 143 

enabling confidence in the data and enabling the understanding of pressures in the silos. 144 

In the world, the number of real-scale experimental silo stations for investigating 145 

pressures is relatively small. [35–46] due to the cost of construction, instrumentation 146 

and operations. In addition, the scale factor is extremely important for reliable data. 147 

[33]. Furthermore, the study of experimental pressures in silo allows the advancement 148 

of numerical studies as a form of validation and comparisons in order to make the 149 

models reliable. 150 
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Therefore, the aim of the present study was to elucidate the relationship 151 

involving the hopper angle, flow pattern and the pressures in slender cylindrical silos, 152 

obtaining normal and frictional pressures on the wall and pressures on the hopper wall 153 

during filling, static phase and discharge of the stored product. 154 

 155 

2. Material and methods 156 

2.1. General description of the installation 157 

The silo test station corresponds to the pilot scale [33], that is, if the appropriate 158 

proportions between the stored product and the internal diameter of the silo are used, the 159 

values of the loads and pressures correspond to the real scale. The station consists of a 160 

pilot silo (fully instrumented), a storage silo (store the product stored during the tests) 161 

and a bucket elevator (transport between the silos). All the measuring cells of the pilot 162 

silo are connected in the acquisition system data controlled by a portable computer 163 

(Figure 1). 164 
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 165 
Figure 6. Pilot silo station and instrumentation. 166 
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2.1.2. Geometry of the experimental pilot silo 167 

The pilot test silo is cylindrical and metallic. The cylinder is 6 meters high and 168 

0.7 meters in internal diameter. The cylinder is segmented into 12 structurally 169 

independent rings, allowing to obtain the forces in each division. The pilot silo is 170 

classified as slender [6,7,25]. As only 5 rings were used in this work, the Figure 2 171 

shows the location of the measurement cells up to the height of 2.50 m (5 rings). 172 

 173 
Figure 7. Instrumentation and measurement cells for loads and pressures of the 174 

pilot silo. 175 

2.2. Measuring vertical forces 176 

The pilot silo is supported by two support pillars supporting pillars with shear 177 

beam load cells at its bases (Figure 2), enabling the measurement of the weight of the 178 

stored product. 179 

The vertical forces responsible for measuring the friction pressure of the cylinder 180 

wall and vertical stress in the stored product at the transition were measured by tension 181 
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load cell located on each support pillar along the height of the pilot silo vertically 182 

supporting each ring and the bottom (Figure 2). 183 

2.3. Measuring horizontal forces and normal pressures 184 

Measurements in the hopper were conducted using pressure cells (Figure 2). To 185 

measure normal wall pressures, a vertical generatrix was located on the cylinder wall, 186 

along which 12 pairs of readings were taken at different heights using a tension load 187 

cell, each pair were responsible for providing normal pressure at each ring (Figure 2).  188 

The arrangement of the measuring cells influences the data obtained [47,48]. 189 

The pressure cells have a gap of 2.5 mm in the radius between the cell and the hopper 190 

structure. In addition, the cell is 10 mm high (part that is internal to the silo), the wall 191 

thickness of the hoppers is exactly 10 mm, ensuring quality in data collection. Each ring 192 

was spaced 5 mm apart (vertical distance) and had a gap of 5 mm in the opening 193 

(horizontal distance).  194 

2.4. Calculation of parameters 195 

In this section, the station parameters are presented briefly. The most detailed 196 

explanation of the parameters is in Gandia et al. (2021) [49]. 197 

Normal wall pressures (Ph) 198 

, equation (1) 199 

- 0.32759: constant value obtained with di = 0.685 m. 200 

Frictional wall pressures (Pw) 201 

, equation (2)  202 

Weight of stored product (W) 203 

      equation (3): 204 

Vertical stress in the stored solid at the transition (Pvt) 205 

 equation (4): 206 
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 equation (5): 207 

Wall friction coefficient (  208 

  equation (6): 209 

Lateral pressure ratio (K) 210 

  equation (7): 211 

Specific weight of stored product ( ) 212 

   equation (8) 213 

2.5. Description of the tests 214 

2.5.1. Properties of the stored product 215 

The product used to conduct the tests in the pilot silo was maize with a minimum 216 

purity of 97%. The physical, mechanical and flow properties of maize were obtained 217 

following the methodology of Jenike Shear Test [9] which conforms to Eurocode 1, part 218 

4 [7]. The values obtained were (lower and upper limits):  219 

• specific weight (kN/m3): 7.52 – 7.83  220 

• angle of repose, 31.3° - 37.1;  221 

• cohesion (kPa): 0.241 – 1.084; 222 

• steel wall friction angle: 7.37° – 9.02°; 223 

• steel wall friction coefficient: 0.13 - 0.16;  224 

• internal friction angle: 19° - 29°;  225 

• humidity, 10.62%.  226 

2.5.2. Test settings 227 

Using the granular product described above, 30 tests were performed. The tests 228 

were conducted with concentric filling. The 30 tests were divided into five 229 

configurations (Figure 3) with six repetitions each. The configurations have different 230 
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hopper inclinations, where: β = 15 ° (β15°); β = 30 ° (β30°); β = 45 ° (β45°); β = 60 ° 231 

(β60°) and β = 90 °, named a flat bottom (FlatB). 232 

 233 

Figure 8. Test configuration, varying the hopper angle. 234 

The reason of using this hopper inclinations was due to Eurocode 1, part 4. The 235 

inclinations of the hoppers associated with the friction coefficient of the wall with the 236 

product (µ) (in the case of this work smooth steel wall with maize) provide different 237 

flows (Figure 4). Mass flow for β = 15 °; transition flow for β = 30 ° and funnel flow 238 

for β = 45 and 60° and flat bottom. Therefore, it possible to study the flow during 239 

discharge. 240 
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 241 
Figure 9. Hopper angles and conditions for flow patterns according to Eurocode 1, part 242 

4. 243 

Also, according to Eurocode, it was possible to distinguish the 5 different bottoms 244 

in three other groups regarding the type of silo: steep hopper, shallow hopper and flat 245 

bottom. Therefore, the bottoms were classified and calculated as follows:  246 

• Flat bottom (FlatB) is a flat bottom because α < 5 °; 247 

• β = 60 ° is a shallow hopper because tan  ; 248 

• β = 15 °; β = 30 ° and β = 45 ° are a steep hopper because tan  . 249 

The pilot silo was filled at a constant speed, providing approximate flow rates for 250 

the tests (Table 1). 251 

Table 1. Average flow for each test. 252 

   (kg/s)   σ (kg/s) 

Test Filling Discharge  Filling Discharge 

FlatB 4.1 20.2   0.1 0.5 

β60° 4.4 20.0  0.1 0.2 
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β45° 4.6 22.3  0.3 0.2 

β30° 5.0 24.2  0.5 0.9 

β15° 4.5 31.4   0.1 0.2 
: mean; σ: standard deviation 253 

The silo was discharge with the gate (diameter of 0.20 m) 100% open. In 254 

addition, still in relation to Table 1, it can be seen that the discharge flow rate it is 255 

directly influenced by the hopper inclination (and type of flow), greater for hoppers with 256 

smaller β. In addition, in this model of the pilot silo it was observed that the discharge 257 

flow is at least 5 times greater than that of the filling. 258 

As each of the five configurations had different volume (because the volume of 259 

each hopper), the product loading values were also different. Table 2 presents the values 260 

related to the load of the storage product of each configuration.  261 

Table 2. Average load for each test. 262 

  
 (kN) 

  
σ (kN) 

Test   

FlatB 7.49  0.53 

β60° 7.86  0.45 

β45° 8.46  0.15 

β30° 8.38  0.81 

β15° 9.26   0.19 
: mean; σ: standard deviation 263 

It is noteworthy that the β30° (β = 30°) test had a mean value different from that 264 

expected and a standard deviation higher than the others. The reason is that of the 6 265 

repetitions, two showed flaws in the filling, resulting in heights of the stored product 266 

below that of interest. It should be emphasized that the two repetitions were used for 267 

calculations of means and standard deviations, however in the analysis of the individual 268 

test (presented later) they were removed during the random choice. 269 

All tests were conducted in three steps: filling the silo to the height of interest 270 

(verified by the tension load cell that shows the measurement in the semi-cylinder above 271 
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the height of interest), static condition (for 10 min); product discharge (hopper gate 272 

100% opened). 273 

2.5.3 Description of the analyzes 274 

The topics presented in results and discussions compared and discussed the 275 

different concentric hopper inclinations evaluating the load and pressures, which 276 

according to Eurocode 1 part 4 [7] in Figure 4 represents three flow patterns at 277 

discharge. 278 

The analysis of the results and discussions were divided into: Temporal behavior 279 

of the test configurations; Normal pressures in the cylinder 0.25 m above the transition 280 

(ph1); Normal pressures in the cylinder 0.75 m above the transition (ph2); Friction 281 

pressures in the cylinder 0.25 m above the transition (pw1); Vertical stress in the stored 282 

product at the transition (pvt); Coefficient of lateral pressures (K); Normal pressure at 283 

transition (pnt); Maximum normal pressures (ph max); Maximum friction pressures (pw 284 

max). 285 

Temporal behavior of the test configurations presents the temporal behavior of all 286 

instrumentation during the complete test, aiming to reinforce the quality of data 287 

collection and instrumentation. In addition, it discusses the differences, in general, 288 

between the different inclinations of the bottoms 289 

Normal pressures in the cylinder 0.25 m above the transition (ph1), Normal 290 

pressures in the cylinder 0.75 m above the transition (ph2) and Friction pressures in the 291 

cylinder 0.25 m above the transition (pw1) present the most detailed behavior of 292 

pressures (normal and friction) in these locations. Aiming to evaluate mainly the 293 

moment and the magnitude of the maximum pressures and the influence by the 294 

inclination of the bottom associated with a flow channel and static material. In addition 295 

to comparing with Eurocode. 296 
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Coefficient of lateral pressures (K) presents the temporal behavior of the 297 

coefficient of lateral pressures, emphasizing the moment of discharge and comparing 298 

with the coefficient (K) calculated by Eurocode. 299 

Normal pressure at transition (pnt) details the pressure behavior slightly below the 300 

silo-bottom transition, comparing the test configurations and verifying the magnitude 301 

and moment of pressure occurrence. 302 

Maximum normal pressures (ph max) and Maximum friction pressures (pw max) 303 

the curve of maximum pressures (friction and normal) is plotted for each configuration 304 

and compares with those calculated by Eurocode. 305 

3. Results and discussion 306 

This paper generated a large volume of data. Therefore, to avoid exposing 307 

unnecessary data, are presented the values of average and standard deviation in each 308 

measurement cell referring to filling and discharge (Table 4). 309 

Table 4. Maximum mean values of pressures after filling and discharge in each 310 

test configuration. 311 

After filling pressure (kPa) 

Cell 
FlatB  β60°  β45°  β30°  β15° 

 

σ  
 

σ  
 

σ  
 

σ  
 

σ 

ph5 0.44 0.35  0.19 0.17  0.18 0.03  0.12 0.06  0.08 0.06 

ph4 1.96 0.51  1.21 0.15  0.69 0.07  0.75 0.24  0.74 0.02 

ph3 3.16 0.70  2.39 0.05  0.95 0.01  1.53 0.57  1.59 0.21 

ph2 3.76 0.21  2.54 0.25  0.96 0.05  1.28 0.07  1.14 0.25 

ph1 4.81 0.09  4.22 0.15  1.67 0.05  2.83 0.07  2.53 0.07 

pnt - -  2.06 0.12  1.99 0.42  1.71 0.10  4.30 0.46 

pni - -  - -  - -  2.99 0.17  - - 

pv 8.70 0.29  - -  - -  - -  - - 

pnit - -  - -  - -  - -  3.72 0.51 

pnio - -  - -  - -  - -  2.33 0.80 

pno - -  6.89 0.30  7.08 1.00  5.63 0.33  4.56 0.29 

pvt 10.77 0.43  9.87 1.94  9.38 0.47  11.53 0.76  9.91 0.79 

pw5 0.13 0.06  0.08 0.06  0.18 0.03  0.06 0.02  0.08 0.01 

pw4 0.43 0.11  0.56 0.16  0.69 0.07  0.30 0.22  0.45 0.05 

pw3 0.71 0.10  0.79 0.09  0.95 0.01  0.68 0.08  0.81 0.08 
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pw2 0.94 0.10  0.89 0.10  0.96 0.05  0.69 0.14  0.84 0.05 

pw1 1.41 0.05  1.55 0.36  1.67 0.05  1.07 0.13  1.57 0.10 

Discharge pressure (kPa) 

Cell 
FlatB  β60°  β45°  β30°  β15° 

 

σ  
 

σ  
 

σ  
 

σ  
 

σ 

ph5 0.64 0.71  0.61 0.51  0.39 0.04  0.15 0.13  0.00 0.10 

ph4 3.21 0.59  3.33 0.28  0.99 0.04  2.53 0.73  2.74 0.13 

ph3 4.04 0.54  3.81 0.31  1.32 0.01  4.33 0.62  4.26 0.27 

ph2 3.68 0.14  4.71 0.22  1.29 0.02  4.41 0.11  4.63 0.40 

ph1 4.78 0.12  4.30 0.12  1.77 0.02  4.95 0.11  3.90 0.21 

pnt - -  13.20 1.10  13.12 1.18  15.89 1.68  26.08 2.05 

pni - -  - -  - -  4.33 0.45  - - 

pv 9.97 0.45  - -  - -  - -  - - 

pnit - -  - -  - -  - -  10.11 1.97 

pnio - -  - -  - -  - -  4.59 0.19 

pno - -  6.57 0.21  6.81 1.45  5.06 0.15  4.50 0.21 

pvt 10.56 0.48  7.43 0.70  8.32 0.33  10.88 0.71  8.21 1.34 

pw5 0.27 0.13  0.18 0.13  0.39 0.04  0.12 0.05  0.16 0.01 

pw4 0.77 0.18  0.76 0.23  0.99 0.04  0.44 0.36  0.66 0.05 

pw3 1.14 0.11  1.14 0.06  1.32 0.01  0.98 0.16  1.15 0.09 

pw2 1.08 0.08  1.03 0.11  1.29 0.02  1.15 0.07  1.18 0.08 

pw1 1.35 0.05   1.59 0.41   1.77 0.02   1.36 0.21   1.84 0.16 

: mean value; σ: standard deviation 312 

As noted, the tests showed little coefficient of variation. Therefore, for each type 313 

of test, one of the six repetitions were chosen randomly to discuss the results. 314 

Temporal behavior of the test configurations 315 

It can be seen that the model is accurate (Figure 5) showing the behavior of the 316 

measurement cells in the 15 pressure curves. The images refer to the five test 317 

configurations and the three divisions of the measurement cells. It is observed the 318 

equidistance of the normal pressures (ph (1.5), t) and the linearity of the weight of the 319 

stored product (W). 320 
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 321 
Figure 10. Normal silo cylinder wall pressures (ph,t), friction silo cylinder wall 322 

pressures (pw,t), normal hopper wall pressures (pn,t), vertical stress in the stored product 323 

at the transition (pvt,t) and weight of stored product (W,t).  324 

The flat bottom in the filling does not show settling peak due to the right angle 325 

(β = 90 °), providing stability of the stored product. Therefore, in the cylinder and 326 

bottom of the silo there are no oscillations in friction and normal pressures. 327 

It is observed that between the height 0.75 and 1.25 meters (ph2 and ph3), as the 328 

angle β decreases (β: 90, 60, 45, 30 and 15 °), the normal pressures in the cylinder tend 329 

to cross. At β = 45 ° they cross at the end of filling and at β = 30 and 15 ° they cross just 330 

after the start of filling. It is believed that the smaller the hopper angle, the greater the 331 
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formation of mechanical arches between 0.75 and 1.25 m. Some authors have verified 332 

the same finding, however, using other stored products [27,48,50]. 333 

The friction pressures clearly show the settling peaks in all configurations, even 334 

if the stored product was only 10 minutes static, it is easy to see the peaks provided by 335 

the consolidation. This finding was verified for the first time in 2012 [48], however 336 

there are still many gaps in the prediction of this behavior. 337 

Normal and friction pressures at discharge have greater magnitude according to 338 

the decrease in the hopper angle, in other words ph, pn and pw β (90 <60 <45 <30 <15 °). 339 

In addition, the maximum normal pressures in the cylinder (ph (1.5), t) are approximately 5 340 

kPa, that is, during filling and static condition, the normal pressures in the cylinder are 341 

higher for larger β. However, at discharge the overpressure is greater in β less, but all 342 

have an approximate maximum value. 343 

The normal pressures in ph1 and ph2 showed a significant variation due to the 344 

angle of β. It is believed that there is a static zone (flow channel) that changes according 345 

to the hopper angles and influences the behavior of pressures at 1/3 the height of the silo 346 

cylinder (0.83 m). Therefore we decided to analyze more carefully the temporal 347 

behavior of ph1 and ph2 in the five configurations. 348 

Normal pressures in the cylinder 0.25 m above the transition (ph1) 349 

The silo-hopper transition presents the maximum overpressures at discharge 350 

because the stored product changes from static to dynamic condition and the vertical 351 

displacement of the stored product in the geometric transition, for mass flow [5,51]. In 352 

the funnel flow there are stored product channels (effective transition), that is, static 353 

material forming a passage of the product to the outlet gate of the silo, dampening the 354 

pressures [23,45]. These theories and affirmations are seen in Figure 6 in a simple and 355 

visual way. 356 
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 357 
Figure 11. Normal pressures in the cylinder (ph1, t) 0.25 m above the transition. 358 

(A) Complete test; (B) Discharge; (C) Overpressures. 359 

It is observed that in Figure 6A, during filling, the maximum normal pressures in 360 

the cylinder occurred for FlatB and β60 ° at height 0.25 m (ph1). The flow pattern of the 361 

two configurations is funnel flow, and geometrically they are flat bottom (FlatB) and 362 

shallow hopper (β60 °) according to Eurocode. 363 

Figure 6B demonstrated that for β45 °, β30 ° and β15 ° the maximum normal 364 

pressures in the cylinder occurred at discharge. Although, according to Eurocode, 365 

hoppers with funnel flow (β45 °), mixed flow (β30 °) and mass flow (β15 °) are 366 
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geometrically steep type hoppers. Another interesting fact is the moment of occurrence 367 

after the discharge, first β15 ° followed by β30 ° and β45 °. 368 

Exactly after the start of the discharge and 0.5 seconds before, the overpressure 369 

in ph1 was calculated for all configurations (Figure 6C). It was found that according to 370 

the greater angle in β, the lower the overpressure, that is, ph1 (β15 °> β30 °> β45 °> β60 371 

°> FlatB). Figure 6A shows that the maximum experimental pressures are lower than 372 

that calculated by Eurocode. 373 

In order to understand if increasing the height of the cylinder (0.75 m, ph2) the 374 

normal pressures would be influenced by the formation of flow channel and static stored 375 

product according to the angle β, the same analysis was conducted. 376 

Normal pressures in the cylinder 0.75 m above the transition (ph2) 377 

During filling, the occurrence of the maximum normal pressure in the cylinder 378 

was verified in FlatB (Figure 7A), presenting values higher than those calculated by 379 

Eurocode. 380 
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 381 
Figure 12. Normal pressures in the cylinder (ph2, t) 0.75 m above the transition. 382 

(A) Complete test; (B) Discharge; (C) Overpressures. 383 

The maximum normal pressures in the cylinder at discharge (Figure 7B), once 384 

again, demonstrate that for mass flow (β15 °) it had the highest overpressure and 385 

occurred in the shortest time. Subsequently, those with funnel flow (β45 ° and β60 °) 386 

and mixed flow (β30 °). Comparing with Figure 6B, it can be seen that the overpressure 387 

at β30 ° decreased and for β45 ° and β60 ° increased, due to the greater height of the 388 

flow channel and because β30 ° is classified as a transition flow, influenced by the 389 

height of the stored product. 390 
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The overpressures (Figure 7C) shows that the highest was at β30 °, however, if 391 

we compare with Figure 6C (ph1, with 0,25 m) the increase in β45 ° and β60 ° was 3 to 4 392 

times, while β15 ° and β30 ° was less than 2 times and in FlatB there have been no 393 

changes. In other words, affirming the pressure damping zones (static product zones) for 394 

hoppers with a greater β angle (effective transition). Checking the influence of the 395 

hopper type and the type of flow, at height 0.25 m the friction pressure in the cylinder 396 

(pw1) was also evaluated. 397 

Friction pressures in the cylinder 0.25 m above the transition (pw1) 398 

As with normal cylinder pressure at 0.25 m (ph1) (Figure 6A), the maximum 399 

friction pressure in FlatB occurred during filling (Figure 8A). 400 
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 401 
Figure 13. Friction pressures in the cylinder (pw1, t) 0.25 m above the transition. 402 

(A) Complete test; (B) Discharge; (C) Overpressures. 403 

For funnel flow hoppers and classified as flat bottom (FlatB) and shallow hopper 404 

(β60 °), in the discharge, after a few seconds there was a sharp drop in pressure (Figure 405 

8B). In FlatB it was due to the static material and at β60 ° possibly when emptying the 406 

hopper, the product was accommodated by increasing the pressure in a few seconds. For 407 

steep hoppers (β45 °, β30 ° and β15 °) peak pressure occurred at the beginning of the 408 

discharge. 409 
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The overpressures calculated after 1 second from the beginning of the discharge 410 

indicate that the magnitude is directly related to the decrease in β (Figure 8C). Only in 411 

FlatB that the stored product was static for two seconds before the pressure drop. 412 

In general, it is observed that almost all configurations exceeded that calculated 413 

by Eurocode during filling, however, in the discharge, only at β15 ° was higher than the 414 

standard. 415 

Coefficient of lateral pressures (K)  416 

The Lateral pressure ratio (K) is obtained by Eurocode [7] in a simple way, only 417 

by the type of the stored product, not being influenced by the geometry of the hopper. 418 

Figure 10 presents the values during the tests performed in all configurations, being 419 

possible to evaluate the behavior of K in each one of them. The significant change in 420 

pressures (pvt and ph1) results in the values of the lateral pressure ratio (K), which is 421 

influenced by the angle β. (Figure 10). 422 

 423 
Figure 14. Temporal behavior of the coefficient of lateral pressures (K,t) at transition. 424 

It is observed that practically all configurations at discharge exceeded the K 425 

calculated by Eurocode, except for FlatB (flat bottom and funnel flow). The highest K 426 

was in β45 ° (steep hopper and funnel flow), later β15 ° (steep hopper and mass flow) 427 
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and β30 ° (steep hopper and transition flow). The same was confirmed by some authors 428 

who noticed a considerable increase in K during the first seconds of the discharge 429 

surpassing Eurocode 1, part 4 [27,48,50]. 430 

Obviously, K increases when the discharge occurs, but it is interesting that for 431 

β45º it increases a lot, although it is not basic flow. Therefore, it is believed that because 432 

it is half the right angle (90 º) and because β45º has the lowest pvt (Figure 5), providing 433 

the highest lateral pressures ratio in the transition between the 5 configurations. 434 

Normal pressure at transition (pnt) 435 

The normal pressures on the silo cylinder wall during discharge are erratic for 436 

mass flow [52]. In Figure 11 it is observed in the mass flow (β15 °), the pressures 437 

during the discharge oscillate considerably. Oscillations also occur in the funnel flow 438 

and transition flow (β60 °; β45 ° and β30 °), but with lesser magnitude and more 439 

normalized. 440 
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 441 
Figure 15. Normal pressures in the bottoms (hopper and flat) (pnt,t, pv1,t). 442 

(A) Complete test; (B) Discharge; (C) Overpressures. 443 

During filling, it is observed that (Figure 11A), opposite to the normal pressure 444 

in the cylinder above the transition (0.25 m, ph1) (Figure 6), and with the exception of 445 

the flat hopper (FlatB) the pressures are higher according to the decrease in β. It is also 446 

found that the settling peaks are higher at β60 ° and decrease until β15 °, with the 447 

exception of β30 °. Possibly, during filling, this point is a dead zone, where no acting 448 

forces are found due to the decrease of the β angle. 449 

 450 
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Maximum normal pressures (ph max) 451 

The maximum pressure curves during filling and discharge are shown in Figure 452 

12. The results were compared with those calculated by Eurocode 1, part 4 [7]. 453 

 454 

 455 
Figure 16. Maximum normal pressures on the wall (ph and pn). Comparison with 456 

Eurocode 1, part 4. 457 

F: Filling; D: Discharge. 458 
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Observing the shapes of the discharge curves (Figure 12), it seems that for an 459 

angle of β15º we have a mass flow, however for the rest of the angles we have a channel 460 

flow. In the case of funnel flow the horizontal loads are lower just below the hopper, but 461 

on the vertical wall it will have a greater load, due to the fact that an interior hopper is 462 

formed through which the grain slides. In the funnel flow it is normal that at some point 463 

on the vertical wall it has greater pressures than those obtained for mass flow, they are 464 

surely located in an area near the transition of the internal hopper. It seems that β30 º, 465 

β45 º and β 60º have the maximum pressure on the vertical wall at a height of 1.25 m, 466 

but this is not exactly the case, it is because the measurement cells are at that height, is 467 

not possible to say what happens below or above. That is, the pressure can be higher 468 

between measurement cells. Although the result is not exact, it is very close to reality. 469 

Differences between the filling and discharge curves depending on whether it is 470 

mass or funnel flow are also interesting, in the mass flow the pressures are high in ph1 471 

for filling, but they do not grow as much as in ph3 during the discharge, for the effect we 472 

have previously indicated (inner cone). It is also interesting that there is less difference 473 

between filling and discharge when the bottom is flat. 474 

The pressures obtained experimentally are lower when compared to the values 475 

obtained by Eurocode 1, part 4. Although during filling and near transition (ph1) the 476 

values for hopper flow hoppers (, β45 º, β 60º and FlatB) are higher than the standard. 477 

However, this does not compromise the standard regarding silo design, as design 478 

calculations are made with discharge values and not filling values. 479 

Maximum friction pressures (pw max) 480 

Figure 13 gives the maximum frictional pressures in the cylinder compared with 481 

those given in Eurocode 1, part 4, showing the five configurations divided between the 482 

five hopper geometries. 483 
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 484 
Figure 17. Maximum friction pressures on the wall (pw). Comparison with Eurocode 1, 485 

part 4. 486 

F: Filling; D: Discharge. 487 
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The maximum experimental frictional pressures in the pilot silo exceeded those 488 

obtained by Eurocode 1, part 4 at several points. Several failures have occurred related 489 

to buckling due to the vertical force exerted on the wall of the silo in Brazil. 490 

It was not possible to understand a pattern related to friction pressures with 491 

hopper angles. We observed that the β45 º hopper presented the highest pressure values 492 

regardless of the phase (filling or discharging). Furthermore, quantitatively, the values 493 

of friction pressures at the time of discharge did not show a significant increase. 494 

It is interesting to say that for all variables (hopper angles and silo phases) a 495 

decrease in friction pressure was observed at 0.75 meters, corresponding to 1/3 of the 496 

total height of the silo. 497 

We believe that the possible reason is because the Vertical stress in the stored 498 

product (pvt,) at the transition (Figure 5) is the smallest among the hopper angles, 499 

providing the highest coefficient of lateral pressure (K), in other words, half the right 500 

angle, β = 45 °, provides the greatest destabilization of the stored product and increases 501 

the friction force on the silo wall. Even so, we can see in Figure 5 a, that in discharge, 502 

the pvt, for β45 ° presented the greatest drop in the vertical stress. 503 

4. Conclusions 504 

Flat bottom hoppers have a discharge flow greater than or equal to shallow 505 

hoppers (β = 60 °) when using maize. 506 

During silo filling the flat bottom does not shows settling peaks. 507 

The smaller the angle in β promotes a larger formation of stress arcs close to 1/3 508 

of the height of the silo. 509 

The moment of maximum normal pressures at 0.25 m above the transition is 510 

different in relation to the hopper angle. For flat bottom (β = 90 °) and shallow hoppers 511 
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(β = 60 °) they occurred at the end of filling, for steep hoppers (β = 45 °; 30 °; 15 °) they 512 

occurred at the beginning of discharge. 513 

Also, in relation to the normal pressures at 0.25 m above the transition (or 1/10 514 

of silo height), the magnitude of the overpressures at the beginning of the discharge was 515 

directly proportional to the decrease in the hopper angle (β). In other words, the 516 

magnitudes of the overpressures were: β15 ° > β30 ° > β45 ° > β60 ° > β90 °. 517 

Friction pressures at 0.25 m above the transition were higher than those obtained 518 

by Eurocode 1 part 4 during filling. 519 

The coefficient of lateral pressures (K) at discharge exceeded that calculated by 520 

the standard for all hopper bottoms, except for the flat bottom. 521 

Normal pressure between 1/10 to 1/3 of silo height vary considerably according 522 

to the hopper angle. The reason is that there is a static zone (flow channel) that varies 523 

according to the inclination of the bottoms.   524 

Hoppers with a higher angle (in this case β = 90°) promote greater normal 525 

pressures on the cylinder wall during the filling and static phases. However, at 526 

discharge, the maximum pressures tended to coincide. Thus, overpressure during 527 

discharge using hoppers with a smaller angle (in this case β = 15°) was greater. In 528 

addition, the settling peaks and the magnitude of the pressure during settling rose as silo 529 

slenderness increased. 530 

It is observed that several factors during discharge are out of the pattern due to 531 

the transition flow classification in β30 °, such as: the moment of occurrence of the 532 

maximum pressure in the transition, friction pressures 0.25 above the transition, normal 533 

pressures 0.25 and 0 .75 above transition, vertical stress in the stored product at the 534 

transition. 535 
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Final considerations 

 

The experimental station obtained new and unprecedented conclusions such as: 

• normal pressure and friction relationships with consolidation; 

• maximum silo pressure time at the beginning of discharge; 

• pressure relationships with; consolidation; the discharge time by type of flow; 

influence of flow type on discharge pressures. 

• Influence of slenderness in relation to K and Pvt. 
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